
ORBITA ELEGANCE 
COLLECTION



We present a brand-new collection of circular chandeliers called Orbita Elegance. This 
collection is full of elegant lighting fixtures that act also as exquisite design elements. With 
their simple yet sophisticated circular design, they offer a harmonious balance of style and 
functionality.

You can get chandeliers from the Orbita Elegance collection in different diameters and 
surface finishes, and as always, we can also make a lighting fixture directly tailored 
to your requirements.



Sparkling crystal prisms play a significant role in the design of 
Prismatic chandeliers. The minimal amount of metal allows the 
cut glass pieces to stand out fully, illuminating your interior with 
all the colours of the spectrum.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
PRISMATIC 01-CH |  0 500 x H 100 (TH 1200)  mm |  LED str ip
PRISMATIC 02-CH |  0 650 x H 100 (TH 1200)  mm |  LED str ip

AVAILABLE METAL SURFACE FINISHES:

Brass  Nickel 

PRISMATIC



PRISMATIC 02-CH-NI-CE



A majestic circular lighting fixture that will become the centerpiece 
of any interior. Glass triangular prisms are carefully placed within 
a metal circle, creating a glittering spectacle when illuminated.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
CIRCULUS 01-CH |  0 400 x H 200 (TH 900)  mm |  LED str ip
CIRCULUS 02-CH |  0 600 x H 200 (TH 900)  mm |  LED str ip
CIRCULUS 03-CH |  0 800 x H 200 (TH 900)  mm |  LED str ip
CIRCULUS 04-CH |  0 1025 x H 200 (TH 900)  mm |  LED str ip

AVAILABLE METAL SURFACE FINISHES:

Brass Brass matt Nickel Nickel matt Komaxit white Komaxit anthracite

CIRCULUS



CIRCULUS 04-CH-MB



Convex offers an intriguing combination of a metal band adorned 
with captivating decor and the glisten of crystal octagons. This 
unique blend will undoubtedly become the focal point of any 
interior.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
CONVEX  01-CH |  0 400 x H 70 (TH 1500)  mm |  6 x G9
CONVEX  02-CH |  0 600 x H 70 (TH 1500)  mm |  9 x G9
CONVEX  03-CH |  0 800 x H 70 (TH 1500)  mm |  12 x G9
CONVEX  04-CH |  0 1000 x H 70 (TH 1500)  mm |  16 x G9

AVAILABLE METAL SURFACE FINISHES:

Brass Brass matt Nickel Nickel matt Copper Copper matt

CONVEX



2x CONVEX 03-CH-NI-CE



Glaceé captures the beauty of ice and frost with hundreds of 
sparkling crystal trimmings strung on the circular base of the 
chandelier. The lighting fixture sparkles magnificently and is the 
perfect addition to any interior.

AVAILABLE SIZES:
GLACÉE 01-CH |  ø 650 x H 100 (TH 1000)  mm |  LED str ip
GLACÉE 02-CH |  ø 850 x H 100 (TH 1000)  mm |  LED str ip
GLACÉE 03-CH |  ø 1050 x H 100 (TH 1000)  mm |  LED str ip
GLACÉE 04-CH |  ø 1250 x H 100 (TH 1000)  mm |  LED str ip

AVAILABLE METAL SURFACE FINISHES:

Brass Brass matt Nickel Nickel matt

GLACÉE



GLACÉE 01-CH-MB
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